Semantic virtual patients: using semantic web technology to improve virtual patients for medical education
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ABSTRACT
This poster presents an interdisciplinary project on virtual patients. Virtual patients are systems designed to help medical students practice their clinical skills in a safe environment, using feedback provided by the system to reflect on their clinical decisions. A review of existing virtual patient systems has been conducted, and limitations in terms of feedback have been identified in existing systems. This paper proposes that semantic web technologies will help to alleviate some of these limitations. A new virtual patient system has been designed, and semantic web technologies are used in order to benefit from existing semantic data already available on the web, thus facilitating the virtual case editing process. Semantic data is also used to generate automated feedback according to each student’s choice of interview questions and examinations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.3 [Semantic Web]: use of semantic web technologies in education
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1. INTRODUCTION
A variety of computer systems called virtual patients are available in medical education today. Virtual patients are designed to emulate realistic clinical cases on a computer, and help students to practice diagnosis and clinical reasoning. They are used as an integral part of the curriculum in many medical schools.

However, the technologies currently used to build virtual patients present limitations. Feedback has to be edited manually by medical experts, and the feedback provided is often not adapted to each student’s interactions with the virtual patient. This makes creating and editing a virtual patient time-consuming, and limits its pedagogical impact. Indeed, relevant feedback is crucial to help students assess and reflect on their performance, and improve their clinical reasoning skills.

An interdisciplinary project centered on semantic virtual patients is now taking place at the School of Medicine and the School of Computer Science in the University of Southampton. The aim of the project is to design a virtual patient adapted to the needs of medical students in their clinical training (students in year 3, 4 and final year). In particular, discussions with year 3 students revealed a need for practice in history taking. Students in their clinical training years spend most of their time in clinical attachment; therefore the virtual patient system will be designed for individual self-paced study, as opposed to supervised coursework and group work on linear virtual patients typically performed in year 1 and 2.

To design an appropriate data model for a semantic virtual patient, it is crucial to understand how students think through a virtual case. This understanding helps to identify the most common mistakes and the most useful type of feedback needed to help students reflect and change their patterns of thinking. This type of feedback can help students to reason more like experts, and improve their clinical skills.

This paper supports the notion that semantic web technologies offer the potential to provide automated and individualised feedback to medical students within a virtual patient, using a semantic model of patient-related data and students interactions. It is expected that the resulting feedback would allow students to reflect on their assessment of the virtual patient’s condition, their clinical decisions and their diagnosis skills. It is also expected that the resulting model will provide a wider interoperability between various types of virtual patient systems (web-based systems, virtual worlds, etc.).

2. ASSESSING EXISTING VIRTUAL PATIENT SYSTEMS
A review of current virtual patient systems used in medical education has been conducted. Many virtual patient systems have been developed in recent years [1,2]. Common types of virtual patient interactions and feedback have been identified during the review, and a review of the technologies used for virtual patient data has been conducted.
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Three main types of interactions can be identified from the review: linear virtual cases, branching virtual cases, and exploratory virtual cases.

Linear virtual cases carry the students through a clinical scenario in a pre-defined sequence. The sequence unfolds screen by screen, and each screen presents either an element of the storyline or an activity to complete for the student. Activities include multiple choice questions, ordering lab tests or choosing examinations to perform on the virtual patient. Feedback is given after each activity, and a global feedback is provided at the end of the case.

Branching virtual cases allow students to choose an action from a list of possible options at each stage of the clinical scenario. Each decision brings the student to the corresponding outcome. The feedback is given when the student reaches a final outcome (final “nodes” of the branching structure), which can be either successful or not.

Exploratory virtual cases are designed to allow students to take the initiative of their own decisions within the virtual case. Students can choose from a variety of actions (interview questions, examinations and lab tests), and use information from the outcomes of these actions to choose a final diagnosis and treatment. Exploratory systems differ from branching systems in that they do not provide a narrative path, but merely a list of actions to perform and a final feedback. All possible actions in the system are available at all times, when in branching cases each node offers a specific, limited range of actions. In existing exploratory systems, the feedback generated focuses mainly on indicating if the chosen diagnosis is correct or not. The software resulting from this research is intended to go further and to provide feedback on users’ choices of actions.

3. PEDAGOGICAL IMPACT OF VIRTUAL PATIENTS

The traditional Bayesian model of hypothetico-deductive clinical reasoning, although accurate and useful in principle, seems to show limitations, in particular when it comes to identifying what makes experts’ diagnosis process superior to students’ reasoning. In particular, experts tend to generate a smaller number of diagnosis hypotheses, but with more accuracy [3]. The hypothetico-deductive model of clinical reasoning falls short when it comes to helping students generate better hypothesis and testing them. In fact, in some cases conclusions reached using the Bayes’s theorem might conflict with clinical intuition emerging from clinicians’ experience [4].

Moreover, evidence shows that explaining the clinical reasoning process as a general process, independent of expert knowledge, leads to limitations. The effect of clinical experience and medical knowledge, a crucial factor in the acquisition of medical expertise, does not fit into the hypothetico-deductive model.

Current theories of clinical reasoning don’t focus only one the process of generating and testing hypothesis, nor do they rely solely on medical knowledge itself to describe and assess the clinical reasoning process. Rather, the structure of medical knowledge is examined and used to assess the clinical reasoning process. Indeed, the way information is stored and available for processing is considered to be a determinant factor in the clinician’s ability to generate and test relevant and accurate diagnoses. Script theory, from cognitive psychology, provides a framework to explain this process [5] and to assess it [6]. Schemas theory can be used for the same purpose [7,8]. As described by Marshall[9], schemas are mental structures containing both conceptual and procedural knowledge. This means that when concepts are stored using schemas, they are not just retained in abstract terms, but are usable to make decisions. Scripts are typically acquired and modified through experience, and provide specific knowledge from memory of specific events, but also contain a sufficient level of abstraction that allows adaption to a new problem, or a new presentation of an existing problem.

Feedback is crucial for the acquisition of knowledge. Negative knowledge acquired by experience helps students to understand actions to avoid in real clinical situations [10]. Marshall [9] also emphasises the impact of repetition on schema building. The repetition of several similar scenarios through experience fosters the assimilation and adjustment of accurate and usable schemas related to a variety of conditions and presentations.

To help students acquire appropriate scripts for accurate diagnoses, it is essential to provide feedback on their actions on a specific case. The feedback on the relevance of their choices during the cases helps students to create and alter clinical schemas based on their mistakes. Providing a system to help students establish conceptual and procedural knowledge on a number of different medical cases is the main pedagogical benefit of this study.

Semantic web data is structured as graphs representing simple statements in the form Object, Predicate, Object [11]. This basic structure, easily translatable in formal logic terms, allows a natural way of representing knowledge regarding the virtual patient and everything surrounding it. In addition, complex ontologies built in OWL [12], based on description logic, can enrich semantic web data. Relational databases and XML, in comparison, do not allow the representation of knowledge in such a form.

The semantic web is designed to allow the re-use of data across various sources on the web, through the use of URLs (Uniform Resource Identifiers). Through this mechanism, it becomes possible to exploit existing medical data and existing models to build a virtual patient, as shown in the following section. Integration with many other data sources can be imagined and implemented.

4. AN ONTOLOGY OF VIRTUAL PATIENTS

A review of existing medicine-related semantic data sources and web ontologies has been conducted. The objective of this review is to determine how semantic medical data already available can be used to represent virtual cases; in order to facilitate the virtual case editing process and to generate automated feedback using a model of students’ interactions with the virtual patient. Many biomedical ontologies and knowledge bases are available for re-use, describing medical data from a clinical point of view, or from a life science perspective [13-17]. The OpenGalen biomedical ontology [18] has been selected as a basic building block for an ontology of virtual patients. Ontology design patterns [19] were also used to solve specific data modeling problems.

The Virtual Patient Ontology contains classes to identify the virtual patient. These classes include, for instance, FemalePatient and MalePatient. The data representing the fact that the virtual patient is a male patient (belongs to the MalePatient class) would read as follows in the N3 notation [20]:

```
virtualPatient_x rdf:type MalePatient
```
Other classes are used to identify the patient’s body parts. These classes are used associated with the property isLocatedOn, which links a virtual patient to each of its body part. The following statements in N3 indicate that an object belonging to the class Head “is located on” a patient called virtual_patient_X:

```turtle
_:head_patient_x rdf:type Head.
_:head_patient_x isLocateOn virtual_patient_X.
```

The state of the patient as a whole or the state of each individual body part is characterised using numerous classes designed to describe the patient’s morphology, the dimensions of each body part, etc. Classes to represent the symptoms and conditions affecting the patient are also available.

Each of these patient’s features is accessible to students using another class, called Observation. An observation represents a question, an examination, or a lab test, and can be presented to the patient as a text, picture, video or any media file. Observations are selected by students, and the choices of each student are recorded. Feedback is then generated using the virtual patient data and the data describing the student’s choices of observations.

4.1 Feedback Generation using Semantic Data

In the semantic virtual patient, feedback is generated from two types of data: virtual patient data (entered mainly by the virtual case author, and completed by data extracted from external linked data sources), and interaction data entered by each student trying to solve the case. When using reasoning and other mechanisms, it is possible to generate feedback regarding the questions and examinations that the students have performed, the diagnoses they propose, and the treatments they prescribe. This section describes the types of feedback that can be generated, and how the semantic virtual patient system generates feedback.

For instance, students can select the questions and examination they want to perform. It is possible to show students the important questions and examinations they neglected to choose during their investigation, and which chosen questions or examinations are irrelevant.

In the virtual patient ontology, a variety of symptoms are identified, and linked to the corresponding observations needed to observe them. Observations linked to symptoms affecting the patient are therefore easily identified. Other observations not linked to a specific symptom can still be important to the case, as they can confirm or rule out a given condition. These observations can be explicitly marked as important by the virtual patient author, and connected to the condition they confirm or rule out.

The following set of rules, written in natural language, identifies important observations by inference by finding observations linked to the patient’s symptoms:

- If the patient has a symptom, and if that symptom has an observation, then the observation is important (belongs to the class “importantObservation”).

- If the patient has a symptom, and the symptom is located on an anatomical entity, and the anatomical entity has an observation, then the observation is important (belongs to the class “importantObservation”).

After applying these rules, all the observations which have not been explicitly marked as important by the virtual case author are now identified.

When a student investigates the patient, she selects several observations (questions, examinations, and lab tests). As a list of all important observations has been generated earlier, this SPARQL query generates a list of all important actions that the student missed:

```sparql
SELECT ?observation WHERE{
    ?observation virtual_patient_ontology:ImportantObservation;
    MINUS {
    }
}
```

This query lists all important observations, minus all observations chosen by the student. The result is a list of all important observations that the student has neglected to choose. This list can then be displayed to the student in a human-readable format.

5. CONCLUSION

To determine the relevance of automated feedback and the desired types of interaction in virtual patients, a survey was conducted among medical students and the clinicians who teach them in year 3, 4 and 5 of the University of Southampton School of Medicine. In this pilot study, students and clinicians indicated that the types of feedback described on this poster are indeed useful in virtual patients used for personal study.

To confirm this result, a fully functional prototype of the semantic virtual patient system is currently under development, using input from a small group of students for the interaction design. The prototype will then be tested by students in year 3, 4 and 5, and various types of feedback will randomly be presented to each student. Each piece of generated feedback will be evaluated by the students receiving it, in order to identify the most relevant and useful types of feedback in virtual patients. This will inform the design of future virtual patients to be used within the School of Medicine.
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